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at any time convenient for you. Printing (Greek poly - a lot and grapho - I write) is the main, strategic type of economic activity.
The main areas of its application, in general, are: - printing products (publishing products, advertising products, printing
services); - polygraphy to order; - polygraphy. Polygraphography is a complex area in the production of printed materials. The
earlier the polygraph market and its product range was created, the faster the printers developed. Like all other sectors of the
economy, the polygraph provides an unlimited range of services. All printing equipment is designed in unified engineering
programs, which ensures high print quality, increased productivity and profitability while minimizing lead times. To date,
printing can be divided into three main parts: - production of promotional materials, business cards, posters, calendars, posters,
booklets, packaging and brochures; - production of forms, cards, seals; - production of self-copying blank and notebooks. The
category of printing products includes printed products, which are made on special printing equipment and are of an
informational nature. The selection of equipment plays an important role in the organization of printing production. When
choosing one or another type of equipment, one can proceed from the specific production goals for printed information.
According to the production method, printing, offset, small and letterpress printing are distinguished. Typical print products are
numerous brochures and books, newspaper pages, booklets, magazines, pamphlets, posters and more. We offer you not only
high-quality products, but also flexible prices. For the implementation of printing services, the company "TRANSMIG" has all
the necessary licenses and permits. The company has offices in 4 regions of Ukraine: We have partnerships with suppliers of
raw materials and materials, which allows us to ensure the smooth production of the printed floor in the field of youth policy in
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